
imagine a captive ad environ-
ment where it’s impossible for peo-
ple to miss your message and they
are exposed to it repeatedly during a

long period of time when they are
highly alert.

Before you call this ad nirvana,
consider that we’re talking about
the airport security line. Yes, now
open for sponsorship at the Los An-
geles Airport and three Tennessee
airports is that post-Sept. 11 purga-
tory where irritated travelers cool
their heels while waiting to clear the

security gates.
“Why would you want your

product advertised at a point where
consumers’ anxiety,fears and maybe
even anger are at a peak?”asked avi-
ation consultant Michael Boyd,who
has researched the Transportation
Security Administration’s effective-
ness.“People in line are already in a
situation they don’t like; then they

see my product.”
Of course, SecurityPoint Media,

St.Petersburg,Fla.,which places 17-
inch by 20-inch, non-scratchable-
plastic color ads in the bottom of se-
curity trays, doesn’t see it that way.
SecurityPoint works through a part-
nership with airports, which apply
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See AIRPORT ADSon Page 39

Next week’s question: Do you
think political candidates for
the presidential race are
beginning their marketing too
early? To answer, log on to
AdAge.com.

Yum Brands has
a rat problem,
but it will have
customers, too 
THERE WERE A FEW“no”
votes, however.  D.J. Brockman,
an account executive at WCCO-TV,
said it would be a “long time before
I eat there again. If ever. I don’t care
if it was on a local level or not!”
Lauren Goetzman, an account
executive at McCann Erickson,
took a less emotional approach to
her negative response: “ It may
retain customers, but it’s not likely
to attract as many new ones. How
many case studies does someone
need to see before they realize the
importance of addressing the
issue/PR crisis communications?!”

And many of the yes responses
were qualified. 

“Yes, they’ll recover
eventually,” said Robert Arendsof
JWalcher Communications, “But
they need to put the ‘yum’ back
into Yum Brands immediately.
Right now folks equate Yum with
rats ,and that’s a hard image (and
video!) to shake.”

Scott Gingoldof
PowerFeedback.com said Yum
Brands will recover if “they close
this store down permanently
and/or raze it and rebuild to give
people a sense of confidence that
everything old that may have been
touched by the rats is gone.” 

But many seemed grounded in
gritty reality.

DraftFCB’s Richard Backer
said, “Somehow, rats in New York
City just doesn’t seem to be big
news. Maybe if they served a rat in
a taco …”

“Everyone knows that New
York is overrun with rats. It was
way gross, but it shouldn’t affect
stores in other markets,” said
Thornell Jonesof  Fortress
Marketing.

—KEN WHEATON

No missing the message,
but will fliers get angry?
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ROAD TO THE UPFRONT
TIME WARNER NETWORKS
Believe it or not, the TV upfront is right
around the corner, and Advertising Age
is here to help you keep track of the
players in both broadcast and cable.
This is the second in a weekly series.

The players: Time Warner’s
entertainment nets TBS and TNT 

Key executives:Mark Lazarus,
president, Turner Entertainment
Group; David Levy, president, Turner
Broadcasting Sales and Turner Sports;
Linda Yaccarino, exec VP, Turner
Entertainment ad sales and marketing

The ratings game: In 2006, TNT fell
to No. 2 (behind USA) in prime-time
ratings for adults 18-49 and total
viewers. Also in prime time, TBS’
comedy lineup continued to rank higher
than Viacom’s MTV
and Comedy
Central among 18-
to-34-year-olds
during the same
daypart in 2006.
Meanwhile, Court
TV enjoyed the
strongest ratings
year in its history.

What you’ll hear: TNT and TBS are the
fifth- and sixth-ranked networks in terms
of reach. TNT’s “The Closer” became ad-
supported cable’s No. 1 original series of
all time in households and total viewers
in its second season. TBS has a hit with its
original comedy “My Boys.” 

The digital play: Turner launched a
new dedicated broadband site, Super
Deluxe, that hosts subversively
humorous content for the 18-to-34-
year-old demo. Also, TNT now has
Dramavision at tnt.tv.

Last year’s upfront: Turner turned
several of its upfront deals into branded
entertainment: TBS’ microseries
“Lovebites” was made in conjunction
with Unilever, and TNT’s “Change of
Plans” was sponsored by Chase.

The buyer’s verdict: Peter Knobloch,
president of R. J. Palmer, lauded
Turner’s Mr. Lazarus. “He’s in a position
to serve the marketplace a little
differently than some of the other
heads of networks. To a large degree
they’re one of the more aggressive
sales operations out there. If they do
things the way they’ve historically done
them, they’ll be bullish, go in early and
write a bunch of business.” 

-ANDREWHAMPP

84%

Despite the gross-out factor of
rats cavorting in a New York
KFC/Taco Bell, an
overwhelming number of
readers responding to our poll
felt Yum Brands would recover
from the PR debacle.

What you say:The newest ad frontier: airport security lines 

in the wake of the Starbucks “Memo Shot Round
the World” from Chairman Howard Shultz on the
looming commoditization of its brand, we asked the
experts how they would restore the mythical Star-
bucks Experience.

Here’s what Joseph Michelli, author of “The
Starbucks Experience: Five Principles for Turning
Ordinary into Extraordinary,”had to say:“They can

make sure the sensory experience at Starbucks is rich”
by bringing back coffee aromas with fresh grinding
and reinforcing the notion of affordable luxury by
making sure knowledgeable baristas French-press cof-
fee. It also means nixing plastic chairs and bringing
back the living-room feel. “It is all the details of the
physical environment.”

Seth Godin, author of “Small is the New Big”
said,“They have to bring the audience with them as

By KATE MACARTHUR
kmacarthur@crain.com

See STARBUCKS on Page 39

To speed service, Starbucks added
flavor-locked packaging that killed
the fresh-ground-coffee aroma,
not to mention the sound of beans
being scooped and ground onsite.

Once a cozy respite from reality, it
traded in comfy chairs for plastic,

and every square inch is selling
products, such as games, instead of

an authentic coffee experience.

Who has time to French-press a
steaming cupwhen there’s a line

out the door for multi-syllabic
beverage orders, egg sandwiches,

gift cards and movies? 

Trying to do it all created an
identity crisis: Is Starbucks mass
or mass luxury? Are customers

hooked on the caffeine, the
convenience or the circus? 

Fighting fast foodby adding prepackaged 
deli foods and day-old pastries flies in the face 

of its café culture.

Starbucks went for ubiquity
over uniqueness, at the airport,
the grocery store, the hotel, on
every corner. Omnipresence =
common.

CASE STUDY:Automatic espresso machines,day-old food and
plastic chairs? No wonder the chain lost its brand experience  

Installing automatic espresso machines
solved speed and efficiencybut destroyed
in-store ambiance.

HOW STARBUCKS STRAYED
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